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Electronics 

Chapter 1: Semiconductor Material 

Electronics is the branch of physics that deals with the emission and effects of electrons; 

and the use of electronic devices, i.e., science of the motion of charges in a gas, vacuum or 

semiconductor. 

An electronic building block packaged in a discrete form with two or more connecting 

leads or metallic pads. Components are connected together to create an electronic circuit 

with a particular function, e.g.: an amplifier radio receiver or oscillator. Active components 

are sometimes called devices. 

Composed of subsystems or electronic circuits, which may include amplifiers signal 

sources, power supplies etc…, e.g.: Laptop, DVD players, iPod, mobile phones, PDA 

(Personal Digital Assistant). 

 
Atomic structure 

All matters on earth made of atoms (made up of elements or combination of elements); 

all atoms consist of electrons, protons, and neutrons except normal hydrogen, which does 

not have a neutron. An atom is the smallest particle of an element that retains the 

characteristics of that element. 

According to Bohr, atoms have a planetary orbits structure that consists of a central 

nucleus, surround by orbiting electrons (Figure 1). Nucleus contains protons and neutrons, 

similar to the way planets orbit the sun in our solar system. 

Each type of atom has a certain number of electrons and 

protons that distinguishes it from atoms of other elements. 

Each electron has its own orbit that corresponds to different 

energy levels. 

In an atom, orbits are grouped into energy bands known as 

shells. Each shell has a fixed maximum number of electrons 

at allowed energy levels. The maximum number of electrons 

(Ne) that can exist in each shell can be calculated as, 

Ne = 2n2 Figure (1) 

where n is the number of the shell. 

Electrons that are in orbits farther from the nucleus have higher energy and are less tightly 

bound to the atom than those closer to the nucleus. Electrons with the highest energy exist 

in the outermost shell of an atom and are relatively loosely bound to the atom. This 

outermost shell is known as the valence shell and    electrons in this shell are called valence 
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electrons. Valence electrons contribute to chemical reactions and bonding within the 

structure of a material and determine its electrical properties. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Illustration of the Bohr model of the silicon atom. 

 

 

 

Maximum number of valence electron is 8. An atom is stable if  it  has  8  valence  

electrons. The number of valence electrons determines the ability of material to conduct 

current. 

 
Materials Classification (Insulators, Conductors, and Semiconductor) 

In terms of their electrical properties, materials can be classified into three groups: 

conductors, semiconductors, and insulators. 

Insulators: An insulator is a material that does not conduct electrical current under normal 

conditions. Valence electrons are tightly bound to the atoms; therefore, there are very few 

free electrons in an insulator. Energy gap in an insulator is very wide (≥6eV). Valence 

electron requires a large electric field to gain enough energy to jump into conduction band. 

Examples of insulators are rubber, plastics, glass, mica, and quartz. 

Conductors: A conductor is a material that easily conducts electrical current.  Most metals 

are  good  conductors.  The  best  conductors  are  (with  one  valence  electron)  e.g.: 

copper (Cu), silver (Ag), gold (Au), and aluminum (Al), which are characterized by atoms 

with only one valence electron very loosely bound to the atom. In a conductor, the valence 

band and the conductor band overlaps (≤ 0.01 eV). Only a little energy or voltage is needed 

for the electron to jump into conduction band. 

Semiconductors: A semiconductor is a material that is between conductors and insulators 

in its ability to conduct electrical current. A semiconductor in its pure (intrinsic) state          

is neither a good conductor nor a good insulator. Single-element  semiconductors  are 

silicon (Si), and germanium (Ge), antimony (Sb), arsenic (As), astatine (At), boron (B), 

polonium (Po), and tellurium (Te), these semiconductor characterized by atoms with four 

valence electrons. Compound semiconductors such as gallium arsenide, indium phosphide, 

gallium nitride, silicon carbide, and silicon germanium are also commonly used. Silicon is 

the most commonly used semiconductor. 
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Silicon is a semiconductor and copper is a conductor. Bohr diagrams of the silicon atom  

and the copper atom are shown in following Figure 3. A Silicon atom has 4 electrons in its 

valence ring. This makes it a semiconductor. A Copper atom has only 1 electron in its 

valence ring. This makes it good conductor. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Diagrams of the silicon and copper atoms. 

 
Silicon and Germanium 

The atomic structures of silicon and germanium are compared in Figure 4, both silicon and 

germanium have the characteristic four valence electrons. The valence electrons in 

germanium are in the fourth shell while those in silicon are in the third shell, closer to the 

nucleus. This means that the germanium valence 

electrons are at higher energy levels than those  

in silicon and, therefore, require a smaller 

amount of additional energy to escape from the 

atom. This property makes germanium more 

unstable at high temperatures and results in 

excessive reverse current. This is why silicon is  

a more widely used semiconductive material. 

Figure 4 

Energy Gap 

Energy in an electron is of two types – kinetic (energy of motion) and potential (energy of 

position). Each material has its own set of permissible energy levels for the electrons in its 

atomic structure. Energy level in an atom is measured in electron volt (eV) = 1.602× 10-19 J 

Electrons that orbits within an energy level will have similar amount of energy. When an 

electron acquires sufficient additional energy, it can leave the valence shell and become a 

free electron and exists in the condition band. The energy difference between the valence 

band and conduction band is called the energy gap. Energy gap: the amount of energy  that 
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a valence electron must have to jump into the conduction band. Figure 5 shows energy 

diagrams for insulators, semiconductors, and conductors. The gap for insulators can be 

crossed only when breakdown conditions occur. In semiconductors, the band gap is  

smaller, allowing an electron in the valence band to jump into the conduction band if it 

absorbs a photon. The band gap depends on the semiconductor material. In conductors, the 

conduction band and valence band overlap, so there is no gap. This means that electrons in 

the valence band move freely into the conduction band, so there are always electrons 

available as free electrons. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5: Energy diagrams for insulators, semiconductors, and conductors. 

 
Covalent Bonds 

Figure 6 shows how each silicon atom positions itself with four adjacent silicon atoms to 

form a silicon crystal. A silicon (Si) atom with its four valence electrons shares an electron 

with each of its four neighbors. This creates eight shared valence electrons for each atom 

and produces a state of chemical stability. Also, this sharing of valence electrons produces 

the covalent bonds that hold the atoms together. Covalent bonding in an intrinsic silicon 

crystal is shown in Figure 6c. An intrinsic crystal is one that has no impurities. Covalent 

bonding for germanium is similar because it also has four valence electrons. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

(c) 
Figure 6: Illustration of covalent bonds in silicon. 
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Conduction Electrons and Holes 

When an intrinsic silicon crystal gains sufficient heat (thermal energy), some valence 

electrons could break their covalent bonds to jump the gap into conduction band, becoming 

free electrons. Free electrons are also called conduction electrons, (negative charge). This  

is illustrated in Figure 7. The vacancy in the valence band is called a hole (positive charge). 

For every electron raised to the conduction band there is 1 hole in the valence band 

creating–electron-hole pair. There is an equal number of holes in the valence band created 

when these electrons jump into the conduction band, this is illustrated in Figure 8. When a 

conduction-band electron loses energy and falls back into a hole, this is called 

recombination. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 7: Creation of electron-hole pairs in a silicon crystal. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 8: Free electrons are being generated continuously while some recombine with holes. 

 

Electron and Hole Current 

In conduction band, when a voltage is applied across a piece of intrinsic silicon, as shown  

in Figure 9, the thermally generated free electrons in the conduction band, are now easily 

attracted toward the positive end. This movement of free electrons is one type of current in  

a semiconductive material and is called electron current. 
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Figure 8 

 

 

 
In valance band, in valance band holes generated due to free electrons. Electrons in the 

valance band are although still attached with atom and not free to move, however they can 

move into nearby hole with a little change in energy, thus leaving another hole where it 

came from. Effectively the hole has moved from one place to another in the crystal 

structure, as illustrated in Figure 9. Although current in the valence band is produced by 

valence electrons, it is called hole current to distinguish it from electron current in the 

conduction band. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Doping 

Since semiconductors are generally poor conductors, their conductivity can be increased by 

the controlled addition of impurities to the intrinsic (pure) semi conductive material. This 

process, called doping, increases the number of current carriers (electrons or holes).           

Two types of semiconductor material that are subjected to doping process, which are          

N-type and P-type. 

Two types of elements used doping: Trivalent element – with 3 valence electrons and 

Pentavalent element – with 5 valence electrons. 

N-type semiconductors 

In order for our silicon crystal to conduct electricity, we need to introduce an impurity atom 

such as Arsenic (As), phosphorus (P), bismuth (Bi), or Antimony (Sb) into the crystalline 

structure making it extrinsic (impurities are added). These atoms have five outer electrons 
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in their outermost covalent bond to share with other atoms and are commonly called 

"Pentavalent" impurities. This allows four of the five electrons to bond with its 

neighbouring silicon atoms leaving one "free electron" to move about when an electrical 

voltage is applied (electron flow). As each impurity atom "donates" one electron, 

pentavalent atoms are generally known as "donors". In n-type material electrons are 

majority carrier, and hole the minority carrier. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10: An antimony (Sb) impurity atom is shown in the center. The extra 

electron from the Sb atom becomes a free electron. 

 
P- type semiconductors 

Trivalent (with 3 valence electrons) impurity atoms are added – Aluminum (Al), boron (B), 

indium (In), gallium (Ga), trivalent also known as a acceptor atom since they accept 

electrons. When a trivalent atom is added to an intrinsic, it will readily accept free electron, 

as a result –becomes p-type extrinsic semiconductor. Each trivalent atom forms covalent 

bond with 4 adjacent Si atom. Since 4 electrons are needed to form a covalent bond causes 

an existence of hole in the covalent bonding. It also causes a lack of valence electrons in the 

B atoms. In p-type material holes are majority carrier, and electron the minority carrier 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 11: Trivalent impurity atom in a silicon crystal structure. A boron (B) impurity 

atom is shown in the center. 
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The PN Junction 

The PN Junction is formed when p‐type region is joined with the n‐type region. This is a 

basic structure forms a semiconductor diode. The n‐type region has many free electrons 

(majority carriers) and only a few thermally generated holes. The p‐type region has many 

holes (majority carriers) and only a few thermally generated free electrons (minority 

carriers). 

The free electrons in the n region are randomly drifting in all directions. The basic 

silicon structure at the instant of junction formation showing only the majority and minority 

carriers. Free electrons in the n region near the pn junction begin to diffuse across the 

junction and fall into holes near the junction in the p region, as shown in Figure 12(a). 

 

 

 

 

 

(a) (b) 

 

 

 
Figure 12: 

 

 
When the pn junction is formed, the n region loses free electrons as they diffuse across    

the junction. This creates a layer of positive charges (pentavalent ions) near the junction.  

As the electrons move across the junction, the p region loses holes as the electrons and  

holes combine. This creates a layer of negative charges (trivalent ions) near the junction. 

These two layers of positive and negative charges form the depletion region, as shown in 

Figure 12(b). The term depletion refers to the fact that the region near the pn junction is 

depleted of charge carriers (electrons and holes) due to diffusion across the junction. Keep 

in mind that the depletion region is very thin compared to the n region and p region. 

The potential difference of the electric field across the depletion region is the amount 

of voltage required to move electrons through the electric field. This potential difference is 

called the barrier potential and is expressed in volts. Stated another way, a certain amount 

of voltage equal to the barrier potential and with the proper polarity must be applied across 

a pn junction before electrons will begin to flow across the junction. The potential barrier is 

approximately 0.7V for a silicon PN junction and 0.3V for germanium PN junction. The 

distance from one side of the barrier to the other side is called the width of the barrier, 

which depends on the nature of the material. 
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Energy Diagrams of the PN Junction 

An energy diagram for a pn junction at the instant of formation is shown in Figure 13(a). 

As you can see, the valence and conduction bands in the n region are at lower energy levels 

than those in the p region. The trivalent impurities (in p-type) exert lower forces on the 

outer-shell electrons than the pentavalent impurities (in n-type). The lower forces in p- type 

materials mean that the electron orbits are slightly larger and hence have greater energy 

than the electron orbits in the n-type materials. 

As the diffusion continues, the depletion region begins to form and the energy level of 

the n-region conduction band decreases. The decrease in the energy level of the conduction 

band in the n region is due to the loss of the higher-energy electrons that have diffused 

across the junction to the p region. Shortly, there are no electrons left in the n-region 

conduction band with enough energy to get across the junction to the p-region conduction 

band, as in Figure 13(b). 

At this point, the junction is at equilibrium; and the depletion region is complete 

because diffusion has stopped. There is an energy gradient across the depletion region that 

acts as an “energy hill” that an n-region electron must climb to get to the p region. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 13: Energy diagrams illustrating the formation of the pn junction and depletion 

region. 
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Diode 

Chapter 2: Diode and Application 

A diode is a semiconductor device, made from a small piece of semiconductor material, 

such as silicon, in which half is doped as a p region and half is doped as an n region with 

a pn junction and depletion region in between. The p region is called the anode and n 

region is called the cathode. It conducts current in one direction and offers high 

resistance in other direction. The basic diode structure and symbol are shown in Fig.1. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. 

 
Forward Bias 

Bias is the application of a dc voltage to a diode to make it either conduct or block 

current. Forward bias is the condition that allows current through the pn junction. This 

external bias voltage is designated as VBIAS. The resistor limits the forward current to a 

value that will not damage the diode. In the forward bias, the negative side of VBIAS is 

connected to the n region of the diode and the positive side is connected to the p region. 

The bias voltage VBIAS, must be greater than the barrier potential; bias must be greater 

than 0.3V for germanium or 0.7V for silicon diodes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: A diode connected for forward bias. 

 
Negative side of bias voltage ‘pushes’ free electrons towards pn junction. The negative 

side of the source also provides a continuous flow of electrons through the external 

connection (conductor) and into the n region as shown in Figure 3. The bias-voltage 

source imparts sufficient energy to the free electrons for them to overcome the barrier 

potential of the depletion region and move on through into the p region. Since unlike 

charges attract, the positive side of the bias-voltage source attracts the valence  electrons 
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toward the left end of the p region. The holes in the p region provide the medium for 

these valence electrons to move through the p region. The holes, (majority in p region), 

move to the right toward the junction. 

As the electrons flow out of the p region through the external connection 

(conductor), these electrons become conduction electrons in the metal conductor. As 

more electrons move into the depletion region, the number of positive ions is reduced.  

As more holes flow into the depletion region on the other side of the pn junction, the 

number of negative ions is reduced. This reduction in positive and negative ions causes 

the depletion region to narrow. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3: A forward-biased diode showing the flow of majority carriers and the 

voltage due to the barrier potential across the depletion region. 

 
Reverse Bias 

Reverse bias is the condition that essentially prevents current through the diode. Figure 4 

shows a dc voltage source connected across a diode in the direction to produce reverse 

bias. The positive side of VBIAS is connected to the n region of the diode and the negative 

side is connected to the p region. Also, note that the depletion region is shown much 

wider than in forward bias or equilibrium. The positive side of the bias-voltage source 

pulls the free electrons, (majority in n region), away from the pn junction. As electrons 

move away from junction, more positive ions are created. This results in a widening of 

the depletion region and a depletion of majority carriers. 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4 

In p region, electrons from negative side of battery enter as valence electrons. It 

moves from hole to hole toward the depletion region, creating more negative ions. This 

can be viewed as holes being pulled towards the negative side. The electric field 

increases in strength until the potential across depletion region equals the bias voltage. 

At this point, very small reverse current exist that can usually be neglected. 
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Reverse Breakdown 

Normally, the reverse current is so small that it can be neglected. If the external reverse- 

bias voltage is increased to a value called the breakdown voltage, the reverse current  

will drastically increase. 

The high reverse-bias voltage imparts energy to the free minority electrons so that 

as they speed through the p region, they collide with atoms with enough energy to knock 

valence electrons out of orbit and into the conduction band. The newly created 

conduction electrons have high energy, and repeat the process, they quickly multiply. 

They have high energy to move though pn junction, and not combine with holes. The 

multiplication of conduction electrons just discussed is known as the avalanche effect. 

 
Voltage-Current (V-I) Characteristic of A Diode 

V-I Characteristic for Forward Bias 

The current in forward biased called forward current and is designated If. At 0V (Vbias) 

across the diode, there is no forward current. Figure 5 illustrates what happens as the 

forward-bias voltage is increased positively from 0 V. The resistor is used to limit the 

forward current to a value that will not overheat the diode and cause damage. With 

gradual increase of Vbias, the forward voltage and forward current increases. A portion of 

forward-bias voltage (Vf) drops across the limiting resistor. Continuing increase of Vf 

causes rapid increase of forward current but the voltage across the diode increases only 

gradually above 0.7V. The resistance of the forward-biased diode is not constant but it 

changes over the entire curve. Therefore, it is called dynamic resistance. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5: Relationship of voltage and current in a forward-biased diode. 

 

V-I Characteristic for Reverse Bias 

With 0V reverse voltage there is no reverse current. There is only a small current  

through the junction as the reverse voltage increases. At a point, reverse current shoots 

up with the breakdown of diode. The voltage called breakdown voltage. This is not 
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normal mode of operation. After this point the reverse voltage remains at approximately 

VBR but IR increase very rapidly. Break down voltage depends on doping level, set by 

manufacturer. 

Combine the curves for both forward bias and reverse bias, and you have the 

complete V-I characteristic curve for a diode, as shown in Figure 6. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 6 

 

 

 
 

Diode models 

The Ideal Diode Mode 

When the diode is forward-biased, it ideally acts like a closed (on) switch, as shown in 

Figure 7. When the diode is reverse-biased, it ideally acts like an open (off) switch, as 

shown in part (b). The barrier potential, the forward dynamic resistance, and the reverse 

current are all neglected. In Figure 7c, the ideal V-I characteristic curve graphically 

depicts the ideal diode operation. 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 7 

 

 

 

 

 

 
The Practical Diode Model 

The practical model includes the barrier potential. The characteristic curve for the 

practical diode model is shown in Figure 8c. Since the barrier potential is included and 

the dynamic resistance is neglected, the diode is assumed to have a voltage across it 

when forward-biased, as indicated by the curve to the right of the origin. The practical 

model is useful in lower-voltage circuits and in designing basic diode circuits. The 

forward current is determined using first Kirchhoff’s voltage law to Figure 8a: 
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VBIAS − VF  − VRLIMIT   
= 0 

VRLIMIT 
= 𝐼𝐹𝑅𝐿𝐼𝑀𝐼𝑇 

Substituting and solving for IF  

𝐼F = 

 
VBIAS  − VF 

 

𝑅𝐿𝐼𝑀𝐼𝑇 

The diode is assumed to have zero reverse current, 

VF=0.7V , VR=VBIAS , IR= 0A 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8 

 

 

 

 
The Complete Diode Model 

The complete model of a diode includes the barrier potential, the small forward dynamic 

resistance (𝑟𝑑 ) and the large internal reverse resistance (𝑟𝑅 ). The reverse resistance i s  

taken into account because it provides a path for the reverse current, which is included in 

this diode model. 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 9 

 

 

 

 

 
Example 1: (a) Determine the forward voltage and forward current for the diode in 

Figure 10(a) for each of ideal and practical diode models. Also, find 

the voltage across the limiting resistor in each case. 

(b) Determine the reverse voltage and reverse current for the diode in 

Figure 10(b) for each of the diode models. Also, find the voltage  

across the limiting resistor in each case. Assume IR = 1μA. (H.W.) 
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Figure 10 

 

 

Solution: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The DC power supply 

A power supply is an essential part of each electronic system from the simplest to the 

most complex. A basic block diagram of the complete power supply is shown in  Figure 

11. The transformer changes ac voltages based on the turns ratio between the primary 

and secondary. The rectifier converts the ac input voltage to dc voltage. The filter 

eliminates the fluctuations in the rectified voltage and produces a relatively smooth dc 

voltage. The regulator is a circuit that maintains a constant dc voltage for variations in 

the input line voltage or in the load. 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 11 

 

 

 

 
Half-Wave Rectifiers 

Because of their ability to conduct current in one direction and block current in the other 

direction, diodes are used in circuits called rectifiers that convert ac voltage into dc 

voltage. Rectifiers are found in all dc power supplies that operate from an ac voltage 

source. When connected with ac voltage, diode only allows half cycle passing through it 
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and hence convert ac into dc. As the half of the wave get rectified, the process called 

half-wave rectification. The output frequency is the same as the input. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 12 

 

 

 

 

 
 

The average value (VAVG) of half-wave rectified voltage if its peak amplitude is 50 V is 

VAVG = VP/π=50/3.14=15.9V , VAVG is approximately 31.8% of Vp 

PIV= Vp(in) 

PIV: Peak inverse voltage=is the maximum voltage occurs at the peak of each 

half-cycle of the input voltage when the diode is reverse-biased. The diode must 

be capable of withstanding this amount voltage. 

 
 

Figure 13 

 

 
 

Full wave rectifiers 

Although half-wave rectifiers have some applications, the full-wave rectifier is the most 

commonly used type in dc power supplies. A full-wave rectifier allows unidirectional 

(one-way) current through the load during the entire of the input cycle, whereas a half- 

wave rectifier allows current through the load only during one-half of the cycle. The 

output voltage have twice the input frequency. 

VAVG = 2VP/π= VAVG is approximately 63. 7% of Vp 

 

 
Figure 14 
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Center-Tapped Full-Wave Rectifier Operation 

A center-tapped rectifier is used two diodes that connected to the secondary of a center- 

tapped transformer, as shown in Figure 14. 

 

 
Figure 15 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 16: Basic operation of a center-tapped full-wave rectifier. 

 
The Bridge Full-wave rectifiers 

The Bridge Full-Wave rectifier uses four diodes connected across the entire secondary 

as shown in Figure 16. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 17: Operation of a Bridge rectifier 
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1 

1 Ω 

Diode Limiters 

Diode circuits, called limiters or clippers, are used to clip off portions of signal voltages 

above or below certain levels. Point A is limited to +0.7V when the input voltage 

exceeds this value (Figure 18(a)). If the diode is turned around, as in Figure 18(b), the 

negative part of the input voltage is clipped off. When the diode is  forward-biased 

during the negative part of the input voltage, point A is held at -0.7V by the diode drop. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 18: Examples of diode limiters (clippers). 

The desired amount of limitation can be attained by a power supply or voltage divider. 

The amount clipped can be adjusted with different levels of VBIAS. The peak output 

voltage across RL is determine by the following equation: 

𝑅𝐿 

𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡 = (
𝑅 + 𝑅𝐿 

) 𝑉𝑖𝑛 

 

Example 2: What would you expect to see displayed on an oscilloscope connected 

across RL in the limiter shown in following Figure. 

 

 

 

 
 

Solution: The diode is forward-biased and conducts when the input voltage goes below 

-0.7V. So, for the negative limiter, determine the peak output voltage across RL by: 
 

𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡 = (
𝑅 

𝑅𝐿 

+ 𝑅𝐿 

100kΩ 

)   = (
110k 

) 10V = 9.09V 
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The scope will display an output waveform as shown in following Figure 

Diode Clampers 

Another type of diode circuit, called a clamper, is used to add or restore a dc level to an 

electrical signal. The capacitor charges to the peak of the supply minus the diode drop. 

Once charged the capacitor acts like a battery in series with the input voltage. The AC 

voltage will “ride” along with the DC voltage. The polarity arrangement of the diode 

determines whether the DC voltage is negative or positive. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 19: Positive clamper operation. 

Voltage multiplier 

Voltage multipliers use clamping action to increase peak rectified voltages without the 

necessity of increasing the transformer’s voltage rating. Multiplication factors of two, 

three, and four are common. Voltage multipliers are used in high-voltage, low-current 

applications such as cathode-ray tubes (CRTs) and particle accelerators. In the Figure 20 

a half-wave voltage doubler, a voltage doubler is a voltage multiplier with a 

multiplication factor of two. Once C1 and C2  charges to the peak voltage they act like  

two batteries in series, effectively doubling the voltage output. The current capacity for 

voltage multipliers is low. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 20: Half-wave voltage doubler operation. 
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The full-wave voltage doubler arrangement of diodes and capacitors takes advantage of 

both positive and negative peaks to charge the capacitors giving it more current  

capacity. Voltage triplers and quadruplers utilize three and four diode-capacitor 

arrangements, respectively. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 21: Full-wave voltage doubler operation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Typical diode packages with terminal identification. The letter K is used for cathode 

to avoid confusion with certain electrical quantities that are represented by C. Case 

type numbers are indicated for each diode. 
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Chapter 3: Special-Purpose Diodes 

The Zener Diode 

A major application for zener diodes is as a type of voltage regulator for providing  

stable reference voltages for use in power supplies, voltmeters, and other instruments. 

The symbol for a zener diode is shown in Figure 1. A zener diode is a silicon pn junction 

device that is designed for operation in the reverse-breakdown region. When a diode 

reaches reverse breakdown, its voltage remains almost constant even though the current 

changes drastically, and this is key to the zener diode operation. 
 

 

Cathode (K) 
 

 

 

 

 
 

Anode (A) 
 

Figure 1: Zener diode symbol. Figure 2: General zener diode V-I characteristic. 

Zener diodes with breakdown voltages of less than approximately 5V operate in zener 

breakdown. Those with breakdown voltages greater than approximately 5V operate 

mostly in avalanche breakdown. Both types, however, are called zener diodes. Zeners 

are available with breakdown voltages from less than 1V to more than 250V. 

As the reverse voltage (VR) increases, the reverse current (IR) remains extremely 

small up to the knee of the curve. Reverse current is also called zener current (Iz). At 

knee point the breakdown effect begins, the internal zener resistance (ZZ) begins to 

decrease. The reverse current increase rapidly. The zener breakdown (VZ) voltage 

remains nearly constant. 

 
Figure 3: Reverse characteristic 

of a zener diode. VZ is usually 

specified at a value of the zener 

current known as the test 

current. 

 
The zener impedance, ZZ, is the ratio of a change in voltage in the breakdown region to 

the corresponding change in current: 

𝑍𝑍 = 
Δ𝑉𝑍 

 

Δ𝐼𝑍 
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Figure 4 
 

Example 1: What is the zener impedance if the zener diode voltage changes from 4.79 

V to 4.94 V when the current changes from 5.00 mA to 10.0 mA?  Answer: 30 

 

Zener Diode Applications 

Zener Regulation with a Variable Input Voltage 

The zener diode can be used as a type of voltage regulator for providing stable reference 

voltages as in Figure 5. The ability to keep reverse voltage constant across its terminal is 

the key feature of the zener diode. It maintains constant voltage over a range of reverse 

current values. A minimum reverse current IZK must be maintained in order to keep  

diode in regulation mode. Voltage decreases drastically if the current is reduced below 

the knee of the curve. Above IZM, max current, the zener may get damaged permanently. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5: Zener regulation of a varying input voltage. 
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To illustrate regulation, let us use the ideal model of the 1N4740A zener diode 

(ignoring the zener resistance) in the circuit of Figure 6. 

• Ideal model of IN4047A 

• IZK = 0.25mA 

• VZ = 10V 

• PD(max) = 1W 

 

Figure 6 
 

For the minimum zener current, the voltage across the 220Ω resistor is 

VR  = IZKR = (0.25 mA)(220Ω) = 55mV, 

Since VIN =VR+VZ, 

VIN(min)  = VR + VZ  = 55mV+10V= 10.055V 

For the maximum zener current, the voltage across the 220Ω resistor is 

VR  = IZMR = (100 mA)(220Ω) = 22V 

Therefore, VIN(max)  = 22V+ 10V = 32V 

This shows that this zener diode can ideally regulate an input voltage from 10.055 to 

32V and maintain an approximate 10V output. 

 

Zener Regulation with variable load 

Figure 7 shows a zener voltage regulator with a variable load resistor across the 

terminals. The zener diode maintains a nearly constant voltage across RL as long as the 

zener current is greater than IZK and less than IZM. 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 7: Zener regulation with a variable load. 

 
When RL=∞ (open cct), load current is zero and all of the current pass through zener 

diode. When RL is connected, current is divided between zener diode and RL. The total 

current through R remains constant as long as the zener is regulating. As RL  decreases,  

IL increase and IZ decreases. The zener continues to regulate the voltage until IZ reaches 

its minimum value. Now, the load current is maximum, and a full-load condition exists. 

 

Example: Determine the minimum and the maximum load currents for which the zener 

diode in Figure 8  will maintain regulation. What is the minimum value of  RL       

that can be used? VZ=12V, IZK=1mA, and IZM =50mA. Assume an ideal zener diode 

where ZZ=0Ω and VZ remains a constant 12V over the range of current values. 
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Figure 8 

Solution 

When IL=0, (RL=∞), IZ=Izmax=IT 

VIN  − VZ 

 

24 − 12 
IZ(max)  = IT  = 

R 
= 

470 
= 25.5mA 

This value is less than 50mA, RL can be removed without disturbing regulation. 

IL(min)  = 0A 

IL(max)  occurs when IZ is minimum (IZ  = IZK) 

IL(max) = IT−Iz(min)= 25.5mA −1mA = 24.5mA 

Minimum value of RL is 

RL(min)  = 
I 

VZ 

L(max) 

12V 
=  = 𝟒𝟗𝟎𝛀 

24.5mA 

Regulation is maintained for any value of RL between 490 Ω and infinity. 

 
Zener Limiter 

Zener diodes can be used as limiters. Figure 9 shows three basic ways the limiting action 

of a zener diode can be used. During the negative alternation, the zener acts as a 

forward-biased diode and limits the negative voltage to-0.7V as in part (A). When the 

zener is turned around, as in part (b), the negative peak is limited by zener action and the 

positive voltage is limited to +0.7V. Two back-to-back zeners limit both peaks to the 

zener voltage ± 0.7V as shown in part (c). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9: Basic zener limiting action with a sinusoidal input voltage. 
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Varactor Diode 
 

Varactor diode is a special purpose diode operated in reverse-bias to form a voltage- 

controlled capacitor rather than traditional diodes. The applied voltage controls the 

capacitance and hence the resonant frequency. The width of the depletion region 

increases with reverse-bias. These devices are commonly used in communication 

systems. Varactor diodes are also referred to as tuning diodes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 10: The reverse-biased varactor diode acts as a variable capacitor. 

 
 

Optical Diodes 

In this section, three types of optoelectronic devices are introduced: the light-emitting 

diode, quantum dots, and the photodiode. 

The Light-Emitting Diode (LED) 

Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs), diodes can be made to emit light electroluminescence or 

sense light. When the device is forward-biased, electrons cross the pn junction from the 

n-type material and recombine with holes in the p-type material. The free electrons are  

in the conduction band and at a higher energy than the holes in the valence band. The 

difference in energy between the electrons and the holes corresponds to the energy of 

visible light. When recombination takes place, the recombining electrons release energy 

in the form of photons. The emitted light tends to be monochromatic (one color) that 

depends on the band gap (and other factors). A large exposed surface area on one layer 

of the semiconductive material permits the photons to be emitted as visible light. This 

process, called electroluminescence, is illustrated in Figure 12. LEDs vary widely in size 

and brightness–from small indicating lights and displays to high-intensity LEDs that are 

used in traffic signals, outdoor signs, and general illumination. 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 11: Symbol for an LED. When forward-biased, it emits light. 
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Figure12: Electroluminescence 

in a forward-biased LED. 

 

 

 

 

 
The Photodiode 

The photodiode is a device that operates in reverse bias, as shown in Figure 13, where is 

Iλ the reverse light current. The photodiode has a small transparent window that allows 

light to strike the pn junction. A photodiode differs from a rectifier diode in that when its 

pn junction is exposed to light, the reverse current increases with the light intensity. 

When there is no incident light, the reverse current, Iλ, is almost negligible and is called 

the dark current. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 13:Photodiode. 

Several types of diodes that you are less likely to encounter as a technician. Among  

these are the laser diode, the Schottky diode, the pin diode, the step-recovery diode, the 

tunnel diode, and the current regulator diode. 

 
The Laser Diode 

Laser light is monochromatic, which means that it consists of a single color and not a 

mixture of colors as compared to incoherent light, which consists of a wide band of 

wavelengths. The laser diode normally emits coherent light, whereas the LED emits 

incoherent light. The symbols are the same as shown in Figure 14. 
 

Figure 14: Symbol for a Laser Diode. 

   



 

 
 

 



 

 


